Abstract-Caching is a very important issue in distributed web system in order to reduce access latency and server load. A request is a hit if it is available in the cache and if not then it will fetch from the server in order to cache and serve the request. Researches have shown that generic algorithms of caching can increase hit rate up to 40−50%, but adding prefetching scheme can increase this rate to 20%. Prefetching is a technique to fetch documents before they are requested. This paper proposes a process model for prefetching named HitBand which will balance hit rate bandwidth in every scenario with the combination of "Roulette-wheel selection". Roulettewheel selection is a very popular selection based algorithm which selects objects according to their fitness. We have compared our HitBand with the generic algorithms of prefetching like prefetching by popularity, apl characteristic, good Fetch and lifetime. Generic algorithms did not take web object size into consideration and in limited bandwidth scenario object size has a big impact on bandwidth consumption. Though prefetching by lifetime algorithm shows little concern about bandwidth consumption by getting the object with changes happening less frequently but this compromises the hit rate. But our proposed HitBand not only considers bandwidth but also hit rate during prefetching. Performance evaluation of HitBand along with other algorithms is provided in our paper. We have tested our HitBand with the testing engine which is built using JavaScript and maintained under AngularJS framework. From the performance evaluation, our HitBand shows better results both in high and low bandwidth.
I. INTRODUCTION
The World Wide Web (WWW) is an information space in which documents, images and other resources are identified by uniform resource locators (URL), interlinked by hypertext links and can be accessed via internet [1] . The usage of www is cheap and accessing information is faster than using any other means. The www has documents that solicit to a wide range of interest, for example news, education, scientific research, sports, entertainment, stock market growth, travel, shopping, weather and maps [2] . Both internet and www have experienced remarkable growth in past decade. With the passing of time, www is getting popular. Along with the increase of popularity of www, traffic over internet has also increased. According to the World Wide Web Size (www.worldwidewebsize.com), the indexed web contains at least 4.65 billion pages and the dutch indexed web contains at least 249.61 million pages. As WWW continues its march with the exponential growth, the major issues faced by the current web users are the network congestion and server overloading. Though capacity of the internet increases 45−60% every year, it is not enough to serve the demand for bandwidth as more and more services and utilities are moved into the web [3] . Also the uses of smartphones and tablet is increasing day by day. Within 2017, 55% of traffic will come from these devices [4] . Currently researcher has proposed a luxurious idea named internet of things (IoT) in which every device will get an IP address and they will be connected with each other via internet [5] . IoT provides power to the connected devices to think, see, hear, communicate, make decisions, execute jobs by talking together etc. [6] . Likely IoT, more and more schema will be added to internet in foreseeable future. If some kind of steps are not taken soon to solve the problems caused from the increase of the usage of the www, the www will become too congested and it will lose its attraction. Many researchers have been working on improvement of the performance of Web since 90s. From their research, many approaches have been proposed [7, 37] . Among the proposed approaches, the web caching technology is proved as one of the effective solutions towards reducing access latency (the perceived amount of time between a user sends a request and receives with a response), alleviating web service bottlenecks, decreasing server loads and increasing improvement of the scalability and quality of service of the web systems [8] [9] [10] [11] . Web caching is a technology for the temporary storage of web objects (document, html pages, images, audio files etc.) for future retrieval. The major advantages of Web caching are  It reduces bandwidth consumption as data is available locally, so requests do not have to go to the server.  It reduces the server load as few requests will be passed to the server and most of the request will be handled locally from the cache.  It reduces access latency as data will be always closed to the client, so that it can serve immediately.
Web proxies has gained rapid growth in recent years [10] . Web object can be cached at different locations between the client and the server [12] [13] . From the location of caching, web caching can be divided into three parts  Browser caching is built in by default in modern browsers. Browser utilizes clients RAM, CPU, Local disc to manage caches. Data of caching system cannot be share with other users as caching is done locally.  Proxy caching is located between client and server [14] . Web proxy server can share data with multiple clients. Fig. 1 provides a structure of communication from client to server via proxy server. From [15] , when a request comes to a proxy server, it first checks it's availability in the cache. If no objects is found, it will pass the request to the web server. After getting response from web server, it first caches the fresh copy and pass the data to the client. Basically proxy caches is located close to the clients. The purpose of proxy caching is to reduce access latency.  Server caching is also located between clients and server but apart from proxy cache, this caching is located close to the server. The purpose of server cache is to alleviate server's workload.
Although web caching improved the performance of web but benefits from this technique is limited [16] . Previous researches have shown that maximum caching hit rate by applying any caching algorithm can achieve is less than 40−50% [3, [17] [18] [19] [20] . In practical, one out of two objects cannot be found in caching [17] . To further increase of cache hit rate is to do prefetching the web objects into the cache but prefetching can increase the traffic [21] . Prefetching is a technique where documents are fetched or downloaded from server before they are requested. It improves user experience by loading a webpage faster as it already available in the cache with the help of prefetching [22] . Many researches have described that caching mixed with prefetching can double its performance rather than caching without prefetching [23] [24] . According to [3] , combination of perfect caching and perfect prefetching can reduce 60% client latency. Web prefetching has two main components like prediction engine and prefetching engine [25] . Prediction engine chooses objects according to the objects basic information like access frequency, lifetime etc. and prefetching engine takes the decision to prefetch them or not. Prefetching can be applied in three ways  Between the browser and the web proxy.  Between the web proxy and the web server.  Between the client and the web servers.
Prefetching techniques can be divided into two types [26]  Short-time prefetching (In this technique, it fetches objects which can be requested in near future based on user recent activity.)  Long-time prefetching (In this technique, it fetches objects based on steady state object update frequency, access rate, lifetime etc.)
A proper prefetching depends on a good prediction based algorithm to select web objects. A precise selection can reduce access latency, on the contrary inaccurate fetching would lead to waste of bandwidth. Holland [27] developed an algorithm named "Roulette Wheel Selection (RWS)" a selection based algorithm which selects individuals according to their fitness. Better the fitness, the less chances to be not selected among the set of objects. This is similar to a Roulette wheel in a casino. Usually each portion of the wheel is assigned to each of the possible selected objects based on their fitness. It can be achieved by diving the freshness factor of a selected object, by the total freshness factor of the all the objects and normalize them to 1. After that selection is made based on how the wheel is rotated. The higher fitness of the object will less chance to be eliminated. From this process some weakest objects may survive at the end of the process but these objects could prove usefulness following the recombination process [28] . We mapped our proposed equation with the selection probability of RWS to generate opportunity for selecting an object based on their fitness.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes an overview of the characteristics of web objects along with the review of other popular prefetching algorithms like prefetch by Popularity [29] , Good Fetch [30] , APL characteristic [31] , and Lifetime [31] . Section III provides the analysis of the steady state hit rate and bandwidth consumption. Section IV describes performance evaluation model based on H/B model. Section V presents our proposed protocol along with the description of RWS. Section VI presents performance evolution and results. Finally, Section VII concludes with the summery of our work. In this section, we discuss the characteristics of web objects along with existing prefetching algorithms and the description of the notations. 
A. Notations and their description
Description of all the notations are provided in the Table 1 .
B. Characteristic of web object
Prefetching process requires object's basic information like size, access frequency and lifetime to decide which object to pick. Researchers have found that access pattern of web pages follows Zip's distribution [32] . According to zip's law, relative probability of 
The value of α varies in different research. Cunha et al. [33] suggested a value of 0.986 and Nishikawa et al. [34] suggested 0.75 which is based on their 2000000 requests access log. Objects lifetime is also another characteristics that affects hit rate and bandwidth consumption. An object lifetime is denoted as the average time interval between the consecutive updates of the web object. Crovella et al. [35] described that Static web object's sizes follow a Pareto distribution characterized by a heavy tail. Crovella and Barford [36] have shown that the dynamic object's sizes follow a mixed distribution of heavy-tailed Pareto and lognormal distribution.
C. Existing Algorithms 1) Prefetch by Good Fetch
Venkataramani et al. [30] approached a criterion named Good fetch which balance the web object's update frequency and access frequency. According to this algorithm, the web objects whose poses the highest probability of being accessed during their average lifetime are the worthy candidate for prefetching. Suppose for the object i, if access frequency of that object is i p , overall access rate a and the average lifetime i l , the probability of being prefetched during its life is
According to this algorithm, it prefetches a collection of web object whose goodFetch p value exceeds a certain threshold value which provides a natural way to keep down the bandwidth wastage by prefetching. The motive behind this algorithm is that the objects with comparatively longer update interval and higher access frequency are nominated to be prefetched and this criterion supposes to balance the bandwidth and hit rate and with that intention it increases the hit rate with a tolerable increase in bandwidth.
2) Prefetch by Popularity
In this algorithm, the process of prefetching, select k most popular objects to prefetch and maintain a copy of them in the cache. If a new object joins to the set of the most popular object or any of the old objects get updated, the system pulls the new objects into the cache. Markatos et al. [29] proposed a "Top Ten" approach for prefetching objects. According to this criterion, each server keeps the records of all accessed object and among of them, top ten popular objects are pushed into the cached whenever they are updated. Thus, this way server always keeps the top ten most popular object fresh. number of possibility of this object to being accessed during its average lifetime. The higher apl value of objects, the higher chance to being accessed during its lifetime. Thus, increase the chance of improving overall hit rate by prefetching these web objects.
4) Prefetch by Lifetime
In this algorithm, they proposed to select n objects among the universe of web objects according to their lifetime. An object lifetime is denoted as the average time interval between the consecutive updates of the web object. As object can be stale anytime, it's necessary to fetch the fresh copy from the server to the cache. Thus prefetching objects consume extra bandwidth as it's have to download the object from the server. To reduce bandwidth consumption, it's very common tendency to fetch those objects who change less frequently.
III. HIT RATE AND BANDWIDTH ANALYSIS
In this section, we briefly describe hit rate with prefetching and without prefetching along with the bandwidth consumption.
A. Steady state demand hit rate
According to [30] ,
Pt is the probability of an object i being accessed within t time and
Pt is the probability of no update occurred in object i within time t. So, the probability of hit is 0 ( ) ( ) ( )
Pk is the probability of k access within time t with access arrival rate a. According to assumption of [30] , request arrival follows Poisson distribution, the probability of k arrivals in time t is
The probability of no update of object i within t time and suppose X = no access to object i within time t and Y = k requests in t and Z = none of the k requests for i 
This 1 ii ii ap l ap l  represents the hit rate of the object i which means i being accessed when it is fresh. This also mentioned as freshness factor of object i expressed as f(i). This will help to measure the object's activity in the network. 
B. Steady prefetch hit rate
Here k>1 indicates that hit rate is preferred over the bandwidth and if bandwidth is limited then k<1. Jiang et al. [31] used both H/B and / k HB metric to measure the performance of Popularity [29] , Good Fetch [30] , APL characteristic [31] , and Lifetime [31] .
V. PROPOSED PROTOCOL: HITBAND
In this section, we introduce our proposed model named HitBand for prefetching. HitBand is a model which prefetch objects maintaining the balance of hit rate and bandwidth with the combination of RWS where RWS is used only in the final selection process. RWS is a selection based algorithm which selects individuals according to their fitness.
RWS has been applied on genetic algorithms, course selection problem, cloud computing etc. but never used for web prefetching. According to RWS, if ff(i) is the fitness of the object i, the probability of this object being selected is
where N is the number of the total object in a given set S. 
Here f(i) is the freshness factor provided by Venkataramani et al. [30] in the Eq. 
Here k is the bandwidth constant and 0<= k <=1. k depends on the bandwidth availability. Bandwidth availability creates issues on prefetching if it is not plenteous. If bandwidth is enormous, value of k will be 0. If bandwidth is limited, k will be 0< k <=1 according to the bandwidth allocation. Objects with a RWS value calculated from Eq. (17) exceeding a certain threshold value will be selected for prefetching. This protocol is designed in the consideration of both hit rate and bandwidth. In enormous network bandwidth, it focuses only on hit rate but in mid and low network bandwidth, it focuses on hit rate along with bandwidth. Pseudo code is provided in Algorithm 1. According to Algorithm 1, S is the set of objects, n is the number of objects to select for prefetching, O is the object with property of s, p, l where s is the size of the object, p is access frequency and l is the lifetime, a is the total access rate, k is the bandwidth constant. First, it calculates hit rate of each objects. After calculating hit rate, it calculates bandwidth of each objects. After that, it generates fitness value of each objects using the Eq. (14) . After calculating fitness value, it calculates total sum of fitness values of all the objects. After that, it calculates selection probability of each objects the Roulette Wheel Selection which is provided in the Eq. (17). Finally, it selects n objects with RWS value that crosses a certain threshold value. Now, we calculate both time and space complexity of our proposed protocol. is the total set of web objects.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND RESULTS
We built our testing engine using JavaScript and used AngularJS framework to maintain the engine. We ran simulation on algorithms such as prefetch by popularity [29] , good fetch [30] , apl characteristic [31] , lifetime [31] and our HitBand. For the simulation, we have used object size i s randomly between 1 and 1000000 bytes and object's lifetime i l between 1 and 100,000 seconds and access frequency i p which follows Zip's distribution with α=0.75 [31] and the total access rate a=0.01/second. We ran our test through three channel like H/B model, hit rate and bandwidth. We took 4 set of objects like 1000, 10000, 100000, 1000000 for testing on every channel with 5 set of algorithm.
In the testing based on H/B model, we use k=0.001 with a very little control of bandwidth. We used equivalent equation like Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) for H/B model. Figure 2 shows the status after performing simulation on algorithms such as prefetch by popularity [29] , good fetch [30] , apl characteristic [31] , lifetime [31] and our HitBand. Fig. 2a shows the analysis of the 1000 objects, Fig. 2b shows the analysis of the 10000 objects, Fig. 2c shows the analysis of the 100000 objects, and Fig.   2d shows the analysis of the 1000000 objects. From the Fig. 2 , good fetch [30] , APL characteristic [31] , lifetime [31] and our HitBand shows almost same performance but prefetch by popularity [29] shows very poor result in H/B model.
In the testing of hit rate, we use k=0.001 with very little control of bandwidth. Figure 3 shows the status after performing simulation on algorithms such as prefetch by popularity [29] , good fetch [30] , APL characteristic [31] , lifetime [31] and our HitBand. Figure 3a shows the analysis of the 1000 objects, Figure 3b shows the analysis of the 10000 objects, Figure 3c shows the analysis of the 100000 objects and Figure 3d shows the analysis of the 1000000 objects. From the Figure 3 , Our HitBand performs better than prefetch by lifetime [31] and good fetch [30] and shows almost same performance as APL characteristic [31] but popularity [29] performs better in case of hit rate.
In the testing of bandwidth, we tested our simulation through limited bandwidth allocation. In this simulation we use k=0.5. Fig. 4 shows the status after performing simulation on algorithms such as prefetch by popularity [29] , good fetch [30] , APL characteristic [31] , lifetime [31] and our HitBand. Fig. 4a shows the analysis of the 1000 objects, Fig. 4b shows the analysis of the 10000 objects, Fig. 4c shows the analysis of the 100000 objects and Fig. 4d shows the analysis of the 1000000 objects. In limited network bandwidth from the Fig. 4 , our HitBand consumes less bandwidth than other algorithms like prefetch by popularity [29] , good fetch [30] , apl characteristic [31] , lifetime [31] . Prefetching by popularity consume heavy bandwidth than other Select n object with maxium RWS return selected objects end procedure
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have designed, developed and evaluated HitBand, a prefetching model whose goal is to increase hit rate with the consideration of available bandwidth. The basic difference between Hitband and generic algorithms (prefetch by popularity [29] , good fetch [30] , lifetime [31] , apl characteristic [31] ) is that generic algorithms focus on either hit rate or bandwidth but HitBand considers both. We designed our HitBand with the combination of RWS. In this paper, we not only proposed our HitBand but also provided data analysis comparison with the generic algorithms like prefetch by popularity [29] , good fetch [30] , apl characteristic [31] , lifetime [31] . We have tested our HitBand both in limited bandwidth and large bandwidth. We have run simulation on HitBand along with other existing algorithms through H/B model, hit rate and bandwidth. In the scenario of low bandwidth, our HitBand consumes less bandwidth than other algorithm. In the scenario of hit rate and H/B model, our HitBand shows significant results. Along with the other algorithms, our HitBand is very easy to implement and it can adjust easily in any scenario. 
